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Today's groom's duties can go far beyond the circle and the tuxedo. Read tips on the modern groom. Advertising Advertising Advertising Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; more information about our review process can be found here. We may receive a commission for purchases made from the links we select. Photo Rebecca Yale
Photography All the dresses involved in the wedding, the bridal gown is probably the most important. However, that doesn't mean that everyone else involved in big day-bridesmaids, guests, parents, flower girls-can be put on the backburner. No matter how big or small your ceremony is going to be, those present are sure to put their best foot forward when it comes to the
dressing room; Specifically, the grannies of the bride and groom. The matriarch family (grandmother, nonna, abuela, meme, or whatever moniker you might call this sweet, special person in your life) is a true guest of honor for a wedding. Therefore, she deserves to shine and wear something that makes her feel beautiful all day. Next, discover and buy 22 picture-perfect options,
including sleek matching sets, formal jumpsuits and a host of stylish dresses well suited to the front seat of the ceremony. If the ceremony is a casual party, a simple yet sleek dress like this flattering option for M.M. LaFleur is a smart choice. Add a string of pearls and kitten heels for good measure. With a bold print of the classic silhouette, this ruffle wrap dress is ultra-flattering.
And as an added bonus, the dress is in three different colors (navy, olive and sedona) that truly fit each season! Courtesy of David's Bridal Grandma, who wants a glitzy look, this beaded dress set to control out all the boxes of elegant wedding clothes. If the grandmother bride has the bohemian elegance of her, this sparkling option of billowing sleeves is a top-notch choice. Add
metal shoes to finish. Thanks to Tadashi Shoji sometimes the jumpsuit seems more exciting than the dress. Ipso facto, this one-piece is a complete winner. The crushed velvet jacquard detailing of this long black dress makes her feel particularly striking. The kind of piece you can always rely on for an official event. Neutral tone matching set with old world elegance-you can't go
wrong with this classic combination. Plus, korsage contrast with versatile color beautifully. If she wants something that looks subtle but polished, this matching dress and jacket with delicate beading takes the cake. Courtesy of David's Bridal When the wedding in question takes place during the cooler months of the year, the long-sleeved velvet dress is perfect. Plus, the draning of
this deep blue iteration is dying. Courtesy David's Bridal You Can Never Go Wrong coordinating the set-especially in this gorgeous shade of mauve. Sheer jacket sleeves add a touch of playfulness while sparkling trim gives some glamour. Thanks to Tadashi Shoji Lace's tried-and-true fabric weddings and this LBD is no exception. A festive dress that would make every bride's
grandmother wear beautifully. Did someone say garden wedding? This floral embroidered midi dress is suitable for the outdoor ceremony. Courtesy of David's Bridal On Official Occasions, consider this satin ballgown by XSCAPE. The portrait neckline is complex and deep blue is a regal-perfect combination of a very important wedding guest! Ruching is one of those design details
that transcends time and trends – it is always stylish and works for everyone. This gorgeous long-sleeved dress is perfect for choosing a wedding guest, especially a chic granny. Beaded overlay in this dress enhances the entire aesthetic-add some sparkling earrings and low heels. Thanks to David's Girlfriend, No dress? A statement top with wide leg pants is an equally stylish
alternative. Courtesy of the White House Black Market Just a gorgeous long-sleeved floral dress featuring small autotics at the neckline-what's not loved? Thanks to David's bridal brilliance trim, this matching set enhances the entire aesthetic-add some sparkling earrings and low heels. The ruched and beaded detailing of this long navy dress makes her feel particularly striking.
Such a piece can always be relied upon for the official event courtesy of David's Bridal Touch volume, go for this bold sleeved outfit. Pearl detailing finishes off with a matching top and pants to truly wow at the moment. Courtesy Saks Fifth Avenue Lace takes this shirtdress to a whole new level as well as a bold belt around the waist. Plus, the versatility of this dress would work
well all year round. Courtesy of David's Bridal Grandma, who wants a low-key look, this jacket and dress set to control out all the boxes of elegant wedding clothes. It's only the biggest day of your life, and you have one chance to make your wedding vows right. No pressure, huh? Whether you write by yourself or go on a traditional route, take our word: you want to be as ready as
possible. And no, that doesn't mean practicing them out loud. What you say exactly, the way you say it, here are nine common wedding vow mistakes all couples should avoid making. Keep it short and sweet, suggests Dezhda Dee Gaubert, owner of No Troubles Event Planning. Only talk about one of the things you love most about your partner, one personality character you like
best or one example of his dedication to you, not two, three, four or five. There is more emotional influence and power brevity. Plus, your guests are going to lose interest quickly when you reach beyond the 200-300 word range. TMI, can you hear me? Some couples write what is essentially love each other, not ceremonial vows, explains ordirated officiant Bethel L. Nathan. They
forget how emotional they can be at the moment, so it can be hard to read out loud, let alone awkward stands there proclaiming something so personal in front of a large audience. Lauren Chitwood, owner and founder of Lauren Chitwood Events, agrees. When you write your wedding vows, remember that your goal is to make a commitment to marriage before witnesses, he says.
For this reason, it's wise to avoid sharing things that would make you so emotional you can't regain your composure or cracking inside jokes guests can't. Time is running out, and you still haven't written your vows... Oops! Nathan says it's too common. His suggestion? Write them in two weeks. It's close enough to wedding day feelings to be what you want to express, but far
enough to actually do and be able to focus. Nothing is more embarrassing than the bride or groom keeping things short and sweet, while another gives a long call, says wedding planner Marilisa Schachinger, an event planner. Just discuss the overall schedule together, like 1-2 minutes, in advance, so you both share an equal time, allowing that part of the ceremony to flow
smoothly. Especially when you have a big wedding. And even if you have one hand, often a couple forgets to talk to the microphone when repeating their vows that no one can actually hear what's being said, notes wedding planner Leah Weinberg, owner of Color Pop Events. Simple solution: Practice your vows with a microphone, so it's a different nature. Whatever you do, please
don't try to point out your vows or just talk heartily when the time comes (and if your husband-to-be thinks it's a good idea, make sure he reads it.). It's never going well, warns Nathan. All emotions and nerves and excitement running through your day-and-this moment, most words disappear from memory and rarely is it ever smooth or well done. His advice? Take the time to write
your vows ahead of time and put pen to paper, even if it's just a backup. It happens more than you think. This is why it is always best to have at least a few copies at hand on the day. Houston wedding planner Chelsea Roy everything but Ring recommends giving one copy to your planner or officiant the night before the rehearsal and another maid's honor who can curl it up with
her hand on her bouquet and hold it until it arrives, or the best man who can stick it in her suit pocket. Give them back to these people or your officiant after you've read them, and make sure they reach a safe place to store memories. Better safe than sorry, right? I have girlfriends to give them to your bride or family member front row and they have come in incredibly comfortable,
says Gaubert. You can have your partner put in your pocket just in case. One of the most common vow mistakes Becki Smith Smith House Photography sees as a wedding photographer is a couple saying their vows officiant not each other. This is especially common when brides and grooms are recounting traditional vows where they repeat after the officiant, he tells us. The
easy to fix it, according to her, is simply to ask your officiant to remind you before vows begin to join hands and look at each other. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Weddings are also a special milestone for parents and buying a wedding gift for them doesn't always have to be a difficult task. If you are looking for a great gesture for your
parents on your big day, there are a large number of suitable items you can choose from. Here's a guide to help you find the perfect gift for parents who mean so much to you. If you're still not quite sure what a gift to buy for your parent on your wedding day, here are some of the gifts we love finder.com to help inspire you to find the perfect gift. While this may seem like a strange
gift, if your parents love nature and symbolic gifts, the tree may be the perfect gift for both of them. It's a little life that grows up to bring them joy, just like you. Aw. Shop 1-800-FlowersIn time surrounding the wedding, money can be especially tight, so it's understandable if you're only looking for a simple gift. This key chain set is the perfect gift for both sets of parents and costs less
than $15.Shop AmazonA's small, personalized memorial box makes for a great sentimental gift. This one is designed specifically for the mother of the groom, but there are dozens available for Etsy for each parent. Shop EtsyA's personalized clipboard is the perfect gift for parents who love to cook. This one shows your gratitude with a heartfelt message with a laser engraved as
well as his names. It's a memory your parents will cherish for years to come. Shop on AmazonIf your parents have a good sense of humor, they love these glasses. After making a big financial investment in their wedding, they appreciate gratitude. This set is the perfect accessory for your parents' rock reception. Shop EtsyIf you can afford it, it would be nice to buy your parents
time to relax after the wedding. They've probably done a lot of work to make their special day happen, so an afternoon at the spa or wine drinking in a beautiful vineyard is well deserved. Shop Cloud 9 LivingIf you are willing to wait until after the wedding to give your gift, custom drawing of one of your wedding photos with your parents is a great idea. Drawings of father-daughter
dances are especially popular and make a great gift that is definitely precious. Shop one, in particular, is the perfect father's bride. It says here: Dad, of all the walks we've taken together, this is my favorite. It has a sweet feel and a beautiful wooden frame that would make a tear roll down every father's cheek. A photo of your father walking you down the aisle must come later.
Shop AmazonWedding handkerchiefs are a very traditional wedding gift for parents. Details like lace and a sweet message make it a classic sentimental gift that parents adore. Shop EtsyIf you are willing to wait until after the wedding, why not present your parents with beautiful photobook wedding pictures? They appreciate it, especially when they pay for a photographer. If you
don't want to wait, you can also make a special photo album of memories you've shared with your parents. Make it manually or use an online tool like the one Walmart.com.We make choosing wedding gifts easy for your parents. Just check out the discount codes, online stores and products available and find the perfect gift retailer of your choice. Do you already know what you're
looking for or don't know, you can find something finder.com. You want to find a gift that can act as a sign of appreciation for everything your parents have done to both of you. Keep these simple tips in mind and you'll find something very suitable for the occasion. Think about who you're buying. Remember the recipient and the relevance of the gift. For example, buying a gift for
your mother is very different from buying a gift for your father-in-law. Think about your tastes to get the gift they love. Do your research. It may be a good idea to talk to someone close to their parent to get a better understanding of what they want. And before purchasing a gift, make sure to check out all options available. Think about their needs. Think about what could be really
useful for your parent's life to get a gift that is really welcome. Set your budget. Sometimes the best gifts are cheaper and more sentimental gifts. Before you start buying, set your budget and try finding gifts that remain in your cost option. Decide whether you want to buy a practical gift or a sentimental gift. Do you want to buy a gift that they can use every day? Or rather buy a gift
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